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Abstract: This paper presents preliminary findings on teenagers' use of instant 
messaging (IM) as an example of an Internet technology. The results are 
quantitative, being drawn from the information held in users' IM log files. The 
current purpose is to validate the proposed data collection method, and to 
explore the analytical possibilities it presents. This is done through the 
discussion of a number of graphical representations generated from the data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today's children are often considered the 'net generation' who will be the 
inheritors of the true 'information society' (Williams, 1999). However, 
despite their growing use of the Internet - around half of 9-19 year olds 
spend between half an hour and an hour online every day - this use is narrow 
and skills are likewise limited (Livingstone and Bober, 2003; Schiano et al., 
2002). Young people's experience of Internet technologies, and the skills 
they bring with them when they go on to the workplace or to higher 
education need to be understood in order to be further developed and 
exploited (Smith, 2002; Farmer, 2003). 

When teenagers use online communication tools in their own time and 
within their own peer groups, they do so out of choice. They are not 
constrained by externally-imposed goals or rules as are the adults in existing 
workplace studies (Farmer, 2003; Herbsleb el af., 2002; Isaacs et al., 2002; 
Nardi et af., 2000). Observation of this natural phenomenon may provide 
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insights into system design, communication behaviour and online learning 
that are not subject to the preconceptions that may hold true in other 
circumstances. 

Teenagers’ use of online communications comes at a time when they are 
developing their own sense of group and personal identity. IM has 
characteristics (discussed below) that make it more suitable for this kind of 
exploration than other kinds of online communication, and this may go some 
way towards explaining its popularity. If we accept that online relationships 
are just as real and valid as in-person ones (Peris et al., 2002; Suler, 2004), 
the use of IM by teenagers provides an opportunity to study their 
development in a non-intrusive way. 

The first step towards either of the two general goals outlined above is 
the development of methodologies for capturing teenagers’ IM behaviour. 
The next few sections provide the context for this study into the use of data 
from IM log files. 

2. INSTANT MESSAGING 

Interpersonal communication has been a key ingredient of the Internet since 
email was first invented in the early 1970s. Within one year of its 
introduction onto ARPANET, the forerunner of the Internet, email 
accounted for 75% of all traffic (Zakon, 2004). Email, however, is 
asynchronous - it does not require both participants to be online 
communicating in real time. This may have its advantages, but it does not 
foster interactive conversation. This problem was resolved in 1988 with the 
creation of Internet Relay Chat (IRC) (Oikarinen, n.d.). IRC allowed one 
user to type a message which would appear synchronously on the screen of 
the recipient. The development of IRC followed the model of existing 
asynchronous newsgroups, and let to the concept of the chatroom - a virtual 
‘place’ where users would go in the hope of finding others to engage in 
conversation. Chatrooms are typically organised around topics of interest, an 
arrangement which enables users to find like-minded conversational 
partners. Like early email, these chatrooms relied solely on plain text, and in 
order to convey tone or emotion, users had to use uppercase letters, 
repetition or symbols such as punctuation. Some conventions evolved, such 
as the use of uppercase to indicate a raised voice, or emoticons - 
arrangements of text characters representing facial expressions - to indicate 
tone. More recently, with improvements to graphical user interfaces, Internet 
bandwidth and network-oriented programming techniques, variations on the 
chatroom concept have been developed which allow users to present a visual 
representation of themselves to others through the use of computer- 
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generated characters, or avatars (Talamo and Ligorio, 200 1; Suler, 1997; 
Sulake Labs, n.d.). Such systems are tightly associated with a geographic 
metaphor - users 'go to' particular rooms to see 'who is there'. In the more 
sophisticated systems, users can even take ownership of a piece of this 
virtual space, decorate it as a further act of self-expression and invite other 
users in. 

In contrast to these virtual spaces, IM prioritises the ability to locate and 
communicate with a set of known contacts, referred to as the user's buddy 
list. This subtle shift in emphasis leads to IM being used quite differently 
from chatrooms (Livingstone and Bober, 2003) and more like other 
interpersonal media such as mobile text messaging. 

Current IM systems, typified by Microsoft's MSN Messenger used by the 
teenagers in this study, allow a greater degree of visual expression than the 
original text-only chatrooms, but fall short of the possibilities afforded by 
multimedia environments. The avatar is reduced to a single image that 
represents the user on a conversational partner's screen, and the 
personalisation of a piece of virtual space is similarly reduced to a choice of 
background pattern or colour of the conversation window. Enhanced 
versions of early chat conventions such as emoticons persist in IM systems 
as shown in Table 1. 

Table f .  Some emoticon examples from MSN Messenger 
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3. COMMUNICATION NEEDS 

Workplace IM studies tend to take a goal-oriented approach to 
communication, emphasising information exchange and coordination of 
activity over social conversations (Herbsleb et al., 2002; Isaacs et al., 2002; 
Nardi et al., 2000). Even where the informal nature of IM conversations is 
highlighted, it is in relation to the accomplishment of work-related activities 
(Nardi et al., 2000). Adults in the workplace have a set of role-related 
priorities, and their communication activity reflects these. The comparatively 
large amount of time that teenagers spend using communication tools such 
as IM simply cannot be justified in the same way. For teenagers, contact is 
more important than content (Livingstone and Bober, 2003), and their 
intense communication activity is a means of developing a sense of personal 
and group identity (Boneva et al., in press). The exploration of personal 
identity comes through for example in the study by Talamo and Ligorio 
(2001) who report on a transnational educational project centred around a 
multimedia environment where participants are represented by avatars. 
Students in the project were much more likely to try out the different avatars 
available than were the teachers. Suler (1998) suggests that the 
characteristics of IM environments are especially conducive to teenage 
identity experimentation. The rarefied nature of personal representation and 
communication in IM means that it is possible to 'deconstruct' one's 
personality, and present only one facet at a time, Changing avatars can be a 
way of changing focus from one facet to another, as can changing one's IM 
name or image. At the same time, teenagers are experimenting with 
autonomy and strengthening the bonds with their peer groups as a way of 
learning about their place in the world (Suler, 1998; Boneva et al., in press). 
As older teenagers become more confident with their own personal identity, 
their need for online experimentation diminishes (Schiano et al. , 2002). 

3.1 IM behaviour 

A feature of IM that users consistently refer to as attractive is the ability to 
hold multiple simultaneous conversations (Lenhart et af., 2001; Nardi et al., 
2000; Isaacs et al., 2002; Boneva et al., in press). IM allows teenagers to 
indulge their need for group belonging by connecting with a number of their 
peers simultaneously, but each of those conversations is also private being 
visible only to the participants (Boneva et al., in press). Self-reported 
multitasking behaviour differs from one study to another. Schiano et al. 
(2002) report a maximum of five concurrent Ih4 conversations, while 
Boneva et al. (In press) report as many as 16. Multitaskmg in IM 
environments allows teenagers the peculiar mix of group belonging and 
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private interaction in a way that chatrooms do not, and several studies have 
noted a switch in teenage allegiance from chatrooms to IM with the 
development of improved tools. While the adults in Grinter and Palen’s 
study (2002) characterise public chatrooms as “a waste of time”, teenagers’ 
interest seems to wane with experience (Livingstone and Bober, 2003, p. 17). 
Studies in the UK and America have shown that teenagers are generally 
aware of the dangers of sharing confidences with strangers online. The 
anonymity of the chatroom provides ample opportunity for deception, and 
many teenagers avoid them for this reason (Lenhart et al., 2001, pp. 23-4; 
Livingstone and Bober, 2003, pp. 21-27). 

Because IM conversations typically involve two participants, some of the 
problems encountered in chatroom conversations are less significant. In 
particular, the two main requirements for coherence noted by Greenfield and 
Subrahmanyam (2003), namely establishing who is participating in a 
particular thread and what constitutes a relevant response, are clearly less 
relevant with only two interlocutors. While their study describes a number of 
techniques for exploiting the graphical and textual characteristics of the 
chatroom to maintain coherence, the same functionality available in Ih4 
environments is more likely to be adapted for other purposes. 

This study aims to explore the potential analytical uses of IM log file data 
for the capture of interpersonal relationships and communication activity 
among teenagers, and to find ways of representing that information in order 
to facilitate more detailed work. 

4. METHOD 

MSN Messenger provides the facility to log all conversations to a series of 
files in XML format, making them amenable to manipulation. The data 
stored includes the content of the conversation, time and date values for all 
messages as well as the names of the participants. Within the log files, 
messages are grouped into sessions, each of which represents the activity 
carried out in a single MSN window from the moment it is opened until it is 
closed. 

Several teenaged MSN users who were known to one of the researchers 
were invited to take part in the study by activating their logging facility and 
providing the accumulated data for analysis. Some were understandably 
wary and declined, but four informants were eventually found. Having 
obtained signed consent forms from their parents, all IM activity of these 
individuals was logged for a period of four weeks. 

As a trust building measure, and as a protection of privacy, the content of 
individual messages was not used in this study. It was also felt that the 
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knowledge that their words would be later read and analysed might inhibit 
the natural behaviour of the informants. At the point the logs were harvested, 
the message content was hidden by applying a text filter that replaced all 
alphanumeric characters with ‘XI. This preserved the word count of each 
message, any linguistic devices such as punctuation and emoticons. The 
XML document structure made it possible to do this for message content 
while leaving all other details intact including the names used by the 
participants. Because the content of conversations was removed, and 
because of the difficulties inherent in trying to identify MSN users from their 
session names, it was not deemed necessary to seek wider consent from the 
informants ’ contacts . 

The result of the first data extraction phase was the series of spreadsheets 
shown in Table 2. The second phase of the analysis was performed within 
the spreadsheets shown in the table, or in modified copies. A further phase 
of analysis was the creation of a matrix of connections between IM 
participants that was used as input into the network visualisation tool, 
UClNet (Borgatti et al, 2002). This facilitated the production of a single 
network diagram representing the connections between individuals - the 
social network underlying the IM activity itself. Social network analysis is 
most frequently used to analyse data that has been gathered by 
questionnaires, from observation or from documents. Questions such as 
“Who are your three best friends?” or “Who do you ask for help with 
homework?” are often used to elicit information. This type of question can 
be problematic as accuracy in response depends on an individual ‘choice on 
the day’ and willingness to cooperate and reveal personal information (Scott, 
2000). Using log file data avoids this limitation since it relates to actual 
(measurable) interactions between individuals. 

Table 2. Ma 
Name 

Contents 

spreadsheet files 
msn-names. 
xls 
Participant 
names 
Identification 
numbers 

msn-sessions .xls 

Source (informant and 
file) 
Session number, start 
datehime 
End datehime 
Number of messages 
Mean message length 
Standard deviation 
Number of participants 
List of participant 
identification numbers 

msn-messages.xls 

Source (informant 
and file), 
Session number 
Datehime 
Participant 
identification 
number 
Number of words 
Mean word length 
Standard deviation 
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4.1 Limitations 

Four main problems were encountered while processing the log file data. 
The first of these was the lack of a reliable method for relating the variety of 
names used by an individual over the course of several sessions. This facility 
had been present in a previous plain-text version of the log file that had been 
used when planning this study, but disappeared with the introduction of the 
XML format. To overcome this problem, an additional step was included in 
the analysis whereby the informants were asked to veri+ the attribution of 
names to particular individuals. 

Another issue with MSN Messenger was the duplication of log file data. 
Under certain circumstances, messages from sessions with more than two 
participants would be logged to more than one file. This issue is discussed 
below, but was not explicitly dealt with at this stage. 

The third problem related to the processing of some of the exotic 
characters used by participants as part of their names, The awk text 
processing tool (familiar from Unix) was not always reliable in its ability to 
handle Unicode characters, and a small number were therefore lost and 
replaced by question marks in the filtered files. This did not affect the main 
analysis, since the majority of names were legible and identifiable. 

Finally, a large amount of data was produced, and this created issue for 
some of the tools being used in the analysis, In particular, both Microsoft 
Excel, and the spreadsheet embedded in UCINet are limited to 255 columns. 
This was therefore the maximum number of participants that could be 
accommodated in the network diagram. Some of the participants with very 
little activity in terms of the number and size of messages were therefore 
omitted. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Overall characteristics 

In total approximately 30,000 messages were identified, spanning 883 
sessions. The earliest logged session was on 4/10/2004 and the Iatest on 
10/11/2004. The exact number of sessions was difficult to determine because 
of the log duplication mentioned above. The difficulty in attributing names 
to individuals also made it impossible to give an exact total number of 
participants, but the approximate figure is 180. This includes the informants 
themselves, their immediate interlocutors, and a number of other individuals 
involved in IM sessions into which the informants were invited. 
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In general, the results obtained confirmed those reported by other authors 
regarding the number of participants in a typical IM session, and the nature 
of IM messages. The average number of participants in an IM session was 
2.1 1 with a standard deviation of 0.55. Of the nine sessions with more than 
three participants, eight were between five and seven, with a single outlier of 
ten. Clearly, the one-to-one conversation is the norm in this set of data. 

The number of words per message was very low - 28% of all messages 
consisted of a single word, and 52% were three words or less. This again 
confirms the expectation that IM messages are typically very short. Many of 
these very short messages could be backchannel contributions intended 
simply to encourage the other participant and to keep the conversation going. 
A further factor could be the intense use of linguistic shorthand, contractions 
and emoticons adapted from email, chat and text messaging (Thurlow, 
2003). Some of these forms have the function of entire sentences, and 
therefore may give a false impression of the significance of a very short 
message. 

Loolung at the average number of words per message per participant 
gave a mean of 4.2 and a standard deviation of 5.1 1 on the current dataset. 
The higher mean and standard deviation suggest that there is variation 
between IM users, each having a personal preference for longer of shorter 
messages. This was not, however, controlled for the number of message 
generated by each participant and remains a suggestion at this point. 

620 

501 

529 1 ::: 
551 

560 

599 

Overlapping IM sessions 

oo:oo:oo ow07:i z oo:i 4:24 0021 136 00:2e:4e 00:38:oo 00:43:12 

Time 

Figure I .  An example of multitasking from a single informant 
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5.2 Conversational behaviour and multitasking 
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Comparing the start and end times of sessions from a single informant’s log 
files revealed those sessions that overlapped in time, ie those occasions on 
which the informant had more than one conversation in progress with 
different interlocutors. This information was used to produce timeline 
diagrams such as the example in Figure 1. One model of multitasking 
behaviour reported by Grinter and Palen (2002) is that of a central group 
conversation with peripheral one-to-one conversations. Evidence for this 
would have come from the appearance of group sessions sharing interlocutor 
numbers with simultaneous one-to-one sessions; however, no evidence for 
this was seen in this limited set of data suggesting a much less structured 
arrangement of conversations. 

Overlapping group sessions 

579 I 
0O:OO:OO 00:14:24 00:28:48 00:43:12 00:57:36 013 2:OO 01 :26:24 

Figure 2. An example of simultaneous group and individual sessions from one informant 

In Figure 2, group sessions are indicated by a series of interlocutor 
numbers on the vertical axis. No group participants are simultaneously 
involved in one-to-one conversations with the informant. An interesting 
feature though is the lower pair of group sessions, (562, 598, 60 1, 63 1) and 
(562, 598, 603, 605, 631). These sessions share three participants, and 
clearly relate to the same message data as indicated by the identical bars on 
the chart. The reason that they appear as separate sessions is an artefact of 
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the way in which messages may be logged to more than one file by MSN 
Messenger. 
I 

35 1 

I 

Multitasking 

21:OO:OO 21:lO:OO 21:19:59 21:29:59 21:39:58 21:49:58 21:59:58 22:09:57 22:19:57 

Time 

~~ ~ 

Figure 3. Message activity within simultaneous sessions. 

Figure 3 represents the activity of the informant in the sessions shown in 
Figure 2 in terms of the number, size and timing of messages sent. The 
heavy line corresponds to the conversation with interlocutor 583 in Figure 2, 
while activity in all other sessions is shown in grey. Although the 
highlighted session is the longest, there is no other sense in which it appears 
to be dominant. Activity is relatively constant all the way through, with 
some variations where the informant is composing messages to other 
conversations. This is noticeably the case at the point leading up to the 
highest peaks on the graph. These long messages - over 30 words each - 
obviously took longer to compose that the usual rapid-fire contributions, and 
it is understandable that this should intempt flow in the other sessions. This 
suggests, however, that an additional pressure to keep message length short 
may come from the need to maintain all active conversations. Long 
messages to one session may cause unwanted delays in others, and a 
hypothesis for future investigation might therefore be that average message 
size decreases with the number of simultaneous conversations. 
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5.3 Identity 

Before starting the analysis of the data, it was expected that individuals 
would use a number of different names. What was unexpected was the scale 
of this phenomenon. One participant was found to have changed names 119 
times during the logging period. This individual was a regular session 
partner with one of the informants, and was therefore responsible for a large 
number of messages in the logs. When the number of messages per user was 
taken into account, it was found that on average a participant changes name 
after every 22 messages. This, of course, is a very rough figure and does not 
take into account messages that participants may have exchanged with 
interlocutors other than the four informants, i.e. messages not captured in the 
dataset. Nevertheless, it is a good indication of the dynamic nature of 
identity in IM. There were numerous examples of the participants taking 
advantage of the visual qualities of the medium, including using emoticons 
like those in Table 1 to enhance their names. Other typographical creativity 
involved the use of Unicode characters as in the examples in Table 3. 

Table 3. Example MSN names 

(Text parts read as: STACEY, DARREN, VICKI, BILLY, EMMA, JOHN ) 

Prn §~~&@gl@l&7d Y'rn hd@ t6 save thd w W d  
2 

3 L O  
(=':I=) 

(,Y)J 

("I-(") Kit(thy bUflnf catching things and eating their insides 

6. NETWORK ANALYSIS 

The representation of the interpersonal links generated using UCINet 
exhibited the expected explosion of connections surrounding the four 
informants, shown as light square nodes in Figure 4. Perhaps more 
interesting though is the information captured about the wider network in 
which they are located. A number of links between other individuals are 
identified such as those within circle A, as well as a small group of five in 
circle B who do not appear related to the main population at all. 
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Figure 4. Social network 

The nodes in group B are in fact the result of two sessions into which one 
of the informants was invited, but did not contribute any messages. There is 
therefore an implied passive link, but only active contributions are 
represented in Figure 4. A possible line of future enquiry might be to 
investigate the strength of the links in graphs like the one above, and to test 
whether passive links are a true indication of peripheral group membership. 

Figure 4 also shows that certain individuals such as those in areas C and 
D hold pivotal positions in the overall structure. The network diagram is 
therefore an excellent way to identify those people who might profitably be 
included in a future large-scale study. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The work presented here has identified a number of opportunities for 
quantitative analysis presented by Ih4 log file data. It has also identified 
some limitations inherent in the various technologies used that will need to 
be overcome in future stages of this study. Future work would need to be 
based on a larger sample of selected IM users to allow conclusions to be 
drawn with any confidence, but the value of this kind of information for 
triangulation with qualitative data is clear. 
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